MASTER THE ABCS OF INNOVATION

5-DAY REMOTE INNOVATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
The program is an intense 5-day training program where you
will learn the essentials of running successful innovation
projects. This program is a fast, fun and efficient way to learn
how to create, test and grow innovations. You'll do more in 5
days than you ever thought possible.

THE
CHALLENGE

OUR
PROMISE

There are 8 million students
looking for remote jobs today. To
get hired you are going to need to
stand out.
How can you show you'd be better
working remotely than the next
student?

In 5 days, you will learn the
essentials of innovation. You’ll learn
how to work more effectively
remotely.
We’ll make you the person leading
companies want to hire for an
Innovation internship.

REASON TO
BELIEVE
The hands-on content in this
program was co-developed with
companies looking to hire students.
You’ll get all the theory you need
and you’ll learn how to apply the
theory by working on real problems
with other world-class students.

WHAT IS THE MAGIC?
International companies are looking for world-class interns that can work
effectively in remote innovation teams. This program was created to give
students the tools they need to help solve tough innovation challenges and
help companies quickly identify students they should hire.

BENEFITS OF ATTENDING
This course will change the way you think about innovation and the way you do innovation.

MINDSET
How to be inspired every day
Master the Innovation process
Be able to pitch and sell your
ideas

TOOLS & METHODS
Lifetime access to idea building tools
Master remote working tools
16 workshop templates you can customize and reuse

OPPORTUNITIES
Work on real, challenging projects
Build a quality network
Direct contact with International
companies

MASTER THE ABCS OF INNOVATION

5-DAY REMOTE INNOVATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Based on the ABC’s of Innovation, each day you will have a
meeting in the morning and then work in groups to apply
what you have learned. You will get lifetime access to latest
tools, methods and strategies used in innovation. You’ll
work on live case studies with other brilliant students daily.

LEARN

DAY-WISE
PLAN

APPLY

COURSE CONTENT &
READINGS

DELIVER

ACTIVITY IN
GROUPS

The idea building process and
alignment
Cycles Introduction
Summary: Lean Startup and Competing
against Luck

Exploring your hunches with JTBD
Decide on a project: Write TRUE NORTH

DAY 2
BUILD

Building Ideas
Cycles: Build Section
Summary: Jump Start Your Business

Build a spark deck
Individual brain writing
Group Idea Building section

DAY 3
COMMUNICATE
& CHECK

Communicating/Checking Ideas
Article: Cognitive Biases and Design
Research
Video: The MOM Test

Rebuild/Extend Ideas/Concepts
Testing Concepts
1 Minute Video

Systems Thinking
Business Model Designs
Pitch Training
Cycles: Systems Section
The St. Gallen Business Model
navigator

System analysis: What is your
business?
Death Threat
Business Model
Prepare Pitch

Speed Dating Feedback
10 Minute meetings with the professor
3 Pitch Videos

Work on pitches
Get Feedback from other groups

DAY 1
ALIGNMENT

DAY 4
SYSTEMS

DAY 5
PITCH

LEAD PROFESSOR

PROF. BRYAN CASSADY
Having built 8 successful companies in 6 different countries, I know how to grow a business. Five years ago, I started research on
how to best help other companies grow their business. Based on research done with over 400 companies, and proven tools like
Agile, Six Sigma and Innovation Engineering, I have created tools and methods to help companies bring bigger ideas to market
faster, while reducing risks. Based on this work, my work teaching at many leading Universities (Chicago, Stanford, Berkeley, KU
Leuven, Solvay, EDHEC and ESCLA) and the support of 24 co-authors I am putting these ideas into a new book called CYCLES.
CYCLES provides the simplest, scientifically proven way to grow your business. I will deliver all the content of the CYCLES book
in this 5-day course

REST OF THE TEAM

Radina
Nedyalkova

Shayne
Smart

Jorg
Reckhenrich

Fritz
Zeidel

Angelique
Slob

Remote Talent Advisor/
Trainer & Lecturer/
Founder, Trainer and
Expert: Remote
Innovation Management

Management
Consultant, MURAL
Workshop Designer/
Facilitator (MURAL+Inperson Facilitator)
Workshop designer:
Mural Designer

How can creative
principles of art be
applied to
entrepreneurial
questions
Trainer and Expert in
Art and creativity

Unleashing innovation
power for businesses
and growth potential for
people.
Founder, Leader,
Consultant, Trainer,
Speaker, Star Teacher
in Design thinking

Future of Work Catalyst:
People and Culture
Strategist
Speaker Remote
Management Expert

MASTER THE ABCS OF INNOVATION

5-DAY REMOTE INNOVATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

PRICING
The fee for the course is €395
For the second edition 50 partial and full
scholarships are available.

CLICK HERE TO APPLY
TESTIMONIALS
Roos Wijker
Master student Sustainability at Utrecht University, Amsterdam Area, Netherlands
During the 5-day Cycles Innovation program I was positively surprised by the enthusiasm of the team. I
already had some experience with online lectures and it is usually difficult to maintain attention and
enthusiasm compared to physical lectures. However, Bryan made it possible thanks to the interactive and
enthusiastic way of teaching. Having clear experience in his field, he was able to provide some good
examples, which together with our case study resulted in an interesting program.

Lars Rödel
Working Student at FIR an der RWTH Aachen,Cologne, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany
I am lucky to have had the chance to enjoy this course by Bryan. As a teacher, Bryan created a fun and
challenging 5-day Remote Innovation course. I really did learn more than I thought was possible. In only
five days we not only received the necessary knowledge about the ABCs of innovation but were also
asked to apply them. For me personally, I learned the most regarding phase C- Communicate/Check. In
an internationally diverse group, we were able to exchange our thoughts and were then asked to bring
them together to create an innovation.

Aarushi Goyal
HKU | ShAre consulting | UNICEF | Hult Foundation, Hong Kong
This one of a kind 5-day Remote Innovation Management Program enriched me in terms of knowledge,
fun and culture. I learnt so many new concepts that I didn't even know existed. I realised that there is a
systematic approach to every problem and leading by that way ensures success. I also got a chance to
meet people from around the globe, chat with them and get a different perspective towards work ethics
and lifestyle. I thoroughly enjoyed these hectic yet fun days and realised that sprints are something that I
am truly interested in!

APPLY NOW
linkedin.com/company/cycles-ric

www.instagram.com/sprintz.work

